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N o n c o m p a c t  Leaves of  Foliat ions of  Morse  Forms 
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ABSTRACT. In this paper foliations determined by Morse forms on compact manifolds a re  considered. An 
inequality involving the number of connected components of the set formed by noncompact leaves, the number 
of homologically independent compact leaves, and the number of singular points of the corresponding Morse 
form is obtained. 
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Consider a Morse form w that determines a foliation with singularities U~, on a compac t  manifold M '~ . 
For compact foliations, the author obtained (see [1]) an estimate for the number  o f  homologically inde- 
pendent compact leaves in terms of the number of singular points of the corresponding Morse form. Here 
we extend this inequality to noncompact foliations. 

Further, we obtain an estimate for the number s of connected components of the  set formed by non- 
compact leaves in terms of some characteristics of the Morse form. In [2] Arnoux and  Levitt obtained the 
following estimate of s in terms of characteristics of the manifold M: 

s < ~-fll(M"). (1) 

In the present paper we show that these two estimates coincide for two-dimensional manifolds, and that 
they are independent in the general case. 

w Bas ic  def in i t ions  

Consider a smooth compact connected oriented manifold M of dimension n wi th  a closed 1-form fl 
having only Morse singularities; below these forms will be called Morse farms. B y  Singw denote the 
set of the singular points of w. A closed form w determines a foliation ~" of codimension 1 on the set 
M \ Sing w. 

Let us denote a foliation with singularities ~'~, on M as follows. 
Suppose that  the foliation ~" is locally determined in the neighborhood of a singular point p,  p E Singw, 

by the level surfaces of functions fv such that fv(P) = O. It is clear that f~l(O)\p C UTi, where 7i e ~'. 
A leaf 7 E .~ is called a nonsingular leaf of ~'~ if 7 N f~'~(0) = ~ for any p E S ingw.  Pu t  

Fv=PU{Te~c lTNf ; l (O)#~ }  and F= U fv" 
pESing 

A singular leaf Vo of ~'~, is a connected component of F .  It is clear that the number  of singular points 
is finite for Morse forms. 

Let us assign the homology class [7] to each nonsingular compact leaf 7 E ~'~,. T h e n  the image of the 
set of nonsingular compact leaves generates a subgroup in Hn-I(M). We denote this  subgroup by H~.  

Let p be a singular point of a Morse form w, and let x 1 , . . . ,  x" be coordinates in the neighborhood 
of p such that 

o.) = E xi  dxi  -- xi dxi" 
i=I i=A+l 

Then the index indp of thc singular point p is the number min{R, n - A}. By •i denote the set of 
singular points of index i. 
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